




Generous . . . showing a readiness to give more of

something than is strictly necessary or expected; more

plentiful than usual.





More “cultural” 

conformity than 

“Christ” 

conformity?

Crowd-pleasers; 

go along with; 

tolerate



Are the things I’m

working for in the

right order? Right

Priority?

What are the

important things /

people in my life?



Has God been 

marginalized?  

Squeezed in? 

Left out?









Why is it important to be a Generous Giver of my faith? 



Spoken declaration of truth; formal statement of what you

have experienced or what you perceive/believe to be true





Acts 1.8

I am a witness, 

so I should 

report what I 

have seen and 

heard.



Matt. 4.19

I am a fisher of 

men, so I should 

cast my net.



Matt. 5.16

I am a light in 

the world, so I 

should shine the 

light of Jesus.



2 Cor. 5.20

I am an 

ambassador, so I 

should carry the 

message of the 

King.



“We can get so easily entangled and ensnared in the internal issues,

questions, and personal situations in our churches that it’s hard to

remember that the primary reason WE REMAIN ON THIS PLANET

IS TO REACH THE PEOPLE OUT THERE.”

Bill Hybels, Becoming a Contagious Christian



Lost to found

Blind to sight

Death to Life

Outcast to accepted

Loneliness to
friendship

Unclean to clean





MOTIVES
Generous Faith-Sharing

1. Obedience
• Commission:  

“a responsibility and 

the authority to carry 

it out”

• Matt. 28.18-20

“as you go” 

“having gone”



MOTIVES
Generous Faith-Sharing

2. Love

COMPASSION for

lost and hurting

(Matt. 9.35-36)



METHODS
Generous Faith-Sharing

1.The WORDS of

a Faith-Sharer

Witness:  A person 

who sees an event 

take place;  have 

knowledge of an 

event from personal 

observation or 

experience.



“Always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks

you to give the reason for the hope that you have . . .”

 Bible study and Memorizing Scripture
 Praying for God-given opportunities to share

1 Peter 3:15



METHODS
Generous Faith-Sharing

2. The ACTIONS

of a Faith-Sharer 

“Your faith that is

intensely personal will

be mirrored by a faith

that is boldly public.”

Philip Nation

Habits of Our Holiness



METHODS
Generous Faith-Sharing

2. The ACTIONS

of a Faith-Sharer 

“Every Christian 

must become Christ 

to his neighbor.”

Martin Luther



METHODS
Generous Faith-Sharing

“They don’t see the cross, 

the empty tomb, or the 

transfigured Jesus.  

They don’t see Him in His 

ascended glory, and they 

don’t see Him at the right 

hand of the Father.  

All they see is you and me 

– and in seeing us, they 

must see Christ.”

R. C. Sproul



BECOMING
A Generous Faith-Sharer

1. Learn the Gospel

To LIVE the Gospel, you 

have to KNOW the Gospel.

To LIVE like Jesus, you 

have to KNOW Jesus!

 Story of Salvation  

 Path to Salvation 

 Personal Testimony  



BECOMING
A Generous Faith-Sharer

2. Share the Gospel

• Be honest about your 
faith

• Be prepared to share 
when someone asks 
you

• Be bold in your 
efforts to urge a 
response



Practical applications for a GENEROUS Faith-Sharer:

Lighthouse . . . Warning Signal

 Active evangelism, faith-sharing (takes the initiative)

 Go on a short-term mission trip

 Volunteer for prison ministry

 Initiate conversations with lost family members or co-workers

 Share Christ with strangers when opportune times arise

 Teach your spouse and kids the Gospel



Practical applications for a GENEROUS Faith-Liver:

Salt Shaker . . . bring flavor to what already exists

 Wear a Faith Church shirt; open to talking about your church when asked

 Take your Bible to lunch; open to sharing when others notice

 Meeting needs in community; Being a good neighbor

 Being a positive role model for the young (Titus 2 ministry)

 Showing up to work on time and non-begrudgingly doing all your work

 Love your spouse and kids



Your spiritual gifts  

natural talents

winning personality 

attitude at work

strong, gospel-centered 
marriage

Testimony

commitment to church    

. . .   to bring the lost to 
repentance



Neglectful
Faith-Sharer

Stumbling Block
hindrance to others 

hearing, 

understanding, 

receiving the Gospel

• By your excuses

• By your silence

• By your false witness

• By hypocritical living

• By your fear



Are your personal feelings 

more important than 

someone else’s eternity?

*How will they hear 

unless someone tells 

them?

Fear:  the enemy of 

generous faith-sharing




